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Abstract. The research purpose is to present the possibility to deposit the carbon dioxide clathrate 
at the ocean bottom near Japan. As it is well known, a big amount of CO2 is produced nowadays, 
with a very damaging influence on the climate. These effects can already be seen all around the 
world. A possible solution to get rid of the CO2 surpluses is to liquefy it, transform it into carbon 
dioxide clathrate and send it through pipes at very low levels into the oceans or seas, where its 
density is bigger than the salted ocean water density. Theoretical ideas are presented at the 
beginning. An analytical method is used to calculate the carbon dioxide clathrate pressure at the 
exit of the pipe and also the pressure at a certain depth into the ocean. Because the carbon dioxide 
clathrate density and the sea water density are variable at different depths, an integral calculus 
must be done. The authors also calculated the flow rate through the pipes and the time needed to 
deposit the clathrate at the bottom of the ocean. The volume of the pit is also determined. A 
particular calculus is made in the case of the Ryukyu pit near Japan. It has steep slopes and the 
depth reaches around 8000 meters. The location was chosen because, in the case of Japan, high 
amounts of CO2 are produced. Hurricanes cross this country. Therefore, we suppose that large 
interest can appear for such a solution to change the climate even locally.  Depending on the 
previous parameters, one can analyze the opportunity for the practical deposition of the carbon 
dioxide clathrate in the respective pit with a further economical calculus. The calculus which uses 
the prices in Japan can estimate the cost to liquefy the CO2 and to send it to the bottom of the ocean 
as well as compare it with other methods to reduce the CO2 quantity in the atmosphere. 
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Introduction 
As long as global warming is increasing, solutions must be discovered faster. During the 
last years, different great damaging events showed even for the skeptics that the cause 
of many different types of catastrophes is the global rise of the temperature. References 
can be found, for instance, in global reports [IEA, 2015]. 

The initial cause is believed to be the human activity which generates high 
amounts of CO2. For instance, in 2017, a total amount of 35 Gt of CO2   was released into 
the atmosphere. As a consequence, attitudes appear and the major part of the Europeans 
considers that every citizen should do something about it. Opinions are, of course, 
different. The Germans who are very dedicated to the environment protection consider 
that the responsibility belongs both to the firms and to political decisions. Most of the 
Romanians consider that we all are responsible for reducing the CO2 emissions. All these 
opinions and the corresponding data were obtained as a result of the soundings done at 
the request of the E.ON Company. Of course, that each of us can take individual 
measures. One can use energy from renewable sources, try to improve the energy 
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efficiency of the own house, recycle materials, buy an electric car, or diminish the energy 
consumption at the firm where they work. Most Europeans consider that it is their duty 
to diminish the quantity of the gas emissions that damage the atmosphere. 7200 persons 
from Romania, Germany, Italy, Great Britain, Sweden, Czech Republic and Hungary were 
interviewed in the soundings done at the request of the E.ON Company. As a result of the 
soundings, 42.3 % of the persons consider that everybody has major responsibility. 
More than a third considers that investments and improvements must be made in 
installations and devices to reduce the amount of the CO2 released in the atmosphere. 
The final conclusion of the soundings done using the CAWI method (Computer Assisted 
Web Interviewing) in the previous seven countries was that practical examples prove 
that the energy production without CO2 emissions is completely possible today. Even if 
this could be the future tendency, the measures to reduce the amount of the CO2 released 
in the atmosphere must be taken today.  
 In this big step forward, the universities must have a major role. As a 
consequence, in the frame of SAM (European Scientific Advice Mechanism), many 
proposals were made by SAPEA (Science Advice for Policy by European Academies).  
 The report called ”New technologies to capture and utilize the atmospheric 
carbon” (CCU), was made in the ”Climatic Policies and Energy” domain. All the 
information can be found at the internet address https://www.sapea.info/ccu/.  
 Special reports were made as the one presented by Cambridge University Press 
[IPCC, 2005] or the one with the capture using water scrubbing [IEAGHG, 2000]. 

As some researchers showed before [Goldthorpe, 2017], [Mândrea et al., 2018], a 
solution to decrease the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere is to liquefy the gas and send 
it to the bottom of an ocean or a sea if it is deep enough. The pit chosen this time by the 
authors is closer to two countries which are large producers of CO2. It also has a big 
depth and a large capacity to store high amounts of carbon dioxide clathrate. We believe 
that this one is a more interesting position from the economical point of view than the 
previous one considered in [Mândrea et al., 2018].  

There are other authors who are very preoccupied by the problem of global 
warming correlated with the complexity of the oceans [Gatusso et al., 2018] and with the 
liquid CO2 deposition on the seas and oceans bottom as we can see at 
https://www.greenfacts.org/en/co2-capture-storage/l-3/6-ocean-storage-co2.htm. 

This interesting zone to be analyzed is situated near Japan. Some characteristics 
can be found at https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryukyu_Islands.  

The authors chose for this article the location near Japan with its very deep pit 
called Ryukyu. It reaches a depth of almost 8000 m, as presented in Figure 1. Details 
about the characteristics of the zone chosen by the authors can also be found in [Kim & 
Chung, 1984], [Kim et al., 1996], [Kim et al., 2001], [Minami et al., 1997], [Miyazaki, 
1953], [Senjyu & Sudo, 1996], [Sudo, 1986] and [Yasui et al., 1967]. 

https://www.greenfacts.org/en/co2-capture-storage/l-3/6-ocean-storage-co2.htm
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryukyu_Islands
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Figure 1.The Ryukyu pit near Japan with its corresponding depths 

 
 This location can be an economical one because Japan and also China are large 
CO2 producers. As we can notice from Figure 1, the zone taken into consideration by the 
authors with the depth bigger than 4375 m is placed between 128° and 130° longitude 
and between 25° and 27° latitude.  
 The surface between 129° and 130° longitude and between 25° and 26° latitude 
is shown in Figure 2. The image also contains the perimeter zone and the surface area. 
 

 
        

Figure 2.The Ryukyu pit seen on Google Earth [Google Earth software] 
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Theoretical approaches 
 The liquid CO2, transformed into carbon dioxide clathrate, is transported by a 
pump and then sent through a pipe to the bottom of the ocean Ryukyu pit. We need to 
know the carbon dioxide clathrate volumetric flow rate to calculate the necessary time 
to fill the pit. To obtain the volumetric flow rate we must first determine the available 
volume situated under 4375 m, using the data from Figure 1.  

An extended table of the data in Excel was used to obtain a mean depth of the 
useful depth, which was later employed to get the volume which will be filled with the 
amount of the carbon dioxide clathrate. The mean depth of the useful zone will be 
computed as an arithmetic mean of the useful depth values corresponding with Figure 1.  
 The characteristics of the ocean water in the Ryukyu pit are presented in Figure 3 
[Kawamura et al., 2007]. 

              
     Figure 3.The mean temperature, salinity and potential density of the ocean water  

                          inside the Ryukyu pit [Kawamura et al., 2007]. 
 
 As we can see in Figure 3, there are two zones near the ocean surface where the 
salinity varies a lot and, then, a deeper zone with almost the same salinity. Three zones 
with different density will be considered in the next calculus, as in Figure 4.  
 In principle, every density varies continuously with the depth, with the 
temperature and also with the salinity at that depth.   

Using the formula of a liquid column pressure [Mândrea, 2008], [Florea & 
Panaitescu, 1979], the carbon dioxide clathrate pressure at the exit of the pipe from 
Figure 4 is: 

      dzzgztp
H

COpipe  02, 2

        (1) 

 In this formula, the depth H represents the depth to the end of the pipe, where 
the carbon dioxide clathrate is inserted in the ocean water. 
 The pressure of the ocean water at the level of the pipe exit is: 
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The pressure difference between the carbon dioxide clathrate pressure at the exit 
of the pipe and the pressure of the ocean water at the level of the pipe exit is: 

2,2, extpipe ppp           (3) 

Since the pipe is very long, usually hundreds of meters, we can consider that all 
the local hydraulic losses can be neglected.  
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  Figure 4.The Ryukyu pit to be filled with carbon dioxide clathrate at the ocean bottom 
  
 The energy of the pressure difference is then consumed on the linear hydraulic 
losses along the pipe and the rest is transformed into kinetic energy, as in: 
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 The carbon dioxide clathrate mean speed at the exit of the pipe is obtained: 
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 Since we suppose that the pump works continuously, we can consider that the 
carbon dioxide clathrate movement is permanent. The simplified formula for the 
volumetric carbon dioxide clathrate rate flow from the kinematics of the fluids can then 
be applied.  

We can express then the volumetric carbon dioxide clathrate rate flows by two 
well-known formulas from the fluid kinematics: 
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 The necessary time to fill the ocean pit with carbon dioxide clathrate is, then: 
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 A second option for the exit of the pipe can be taken into account. The pipe can 
reach the bottom of the ocean and in this case the linear hydraulic losses will increase. 
The calculus will become more complicated, because the depth of the carbon dioxide 
clathrate situated over the pipe exit will vary. Also, the depth of the last layer of salty 
water will vary. Another integral calculus should then be applied. This second technical 
option could be analyzed at the beneficiary’s desire since it requires more computations.  

A similar hydraulic calculus but referring at desalinization can be found in 
[Badescu et al., 2012].  
 

Calculus example  
The value of the ocean depth under which we shall deposit the carbon dioxide clathrate 
that we have considered is of 4375 m and is presented with yellow-green colors in 
Figure 1. This depth assures us that even if the global temperature will rise a little, the 
carbon dioxide clathrate will remain liquid. The maximum depth of the pit is of 7671 m, 
almost 8000 m. 
 Considering the variations of the mean temperature, salinity and potential 
density of the ocean water from Figure 3, three values were calculated for the ocean 
water density. They were obtained as mean arithmetic density values for the three 
vertical zones presented on the vertical odds in Figure 4.  
 Different formulas for density can be found also in [Sun et al., 2008], [Density of 
Carbon dioxide], [Calculation of density, enthalpy and entropy for supercritical carbon 
dioxide]. 

For the superior layer of the ocean salt water with the depth of 120 m, the 

superior mean density is 3/3.1013 mkgs  . 

For the medium layer of the ocean salt water with the depth of 510 m, the 

medium mean density is 3/88.1026 mkgm  . 

For the bottom layer of the ocean salt water with the depth of 3745 m, to the end 

of the pipe, the bottom mean density is 3/19.1027 mkgb  .  

The liquid CO2 introduced in the pipe is a hydrate, a binary carbon dioxide 

clathrate. According to [Fer & Haugan, 2003], it has a mean density of 3/1120
2

mkgCO   

at around 2°C.  
In formula (1) and (2), because we can substitute the variables densities with the 

mean densities for every zone, the pressures can be then calculated without using the 
integrals. They will be substituted with the product between the density, the 
gravitational acceleration and the corresponding depth. 

The pressure exerted by the carbon dioxide clathrate from formula (1) becomes:  
barp pipe 65.4802,           (8) 

The pressure exerted by the three layers of salt ocean water from formula (2) 
becomes:  

barpext 68.4402,           (9) 

The pressure difference between them, from formula (3), becomes:  
barp 40                    (10) 

We chose for the pipe interior diameter the value of 1.2 m, a value large enough 
to diminish the linear hydraulic losses and small enough to diminish the costs.  

We also consider that the linear hydraulic losses coefficient λ value is of 0.02, 
because we chose to buy a new pipe.  
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Substituting the numerical values obtained before, the carbon dioxide clathrate 
mean speed at the exit of the pipe from formula (5) becomes:   

smv /09.32                             (11) 

The volumetric carbon dioxide clathrate rate flow from formula (6) becomes: 

smQ /49.3 3                         (12) 

 We must then calculate the useful volume of the Ryukyu pit. Using the data from 

Figure 2, the estimated surface of the pit is 2381.27 kmS  . We must mention that the 
total surface of the pit is 2.5 times bigger than what can be seen between 129° and 130° 
longitude and between 25° and 26° latitude, as in Figure 2. 

The mean depth in the interior of the useful volume of the Ryukyu pit under 4375 
m is mhm 2.1270 and it was calculated as an arithmetic mean of all the depths available.  

 The useful volume of the Ryukyu pit is then 31210775.34 mhSV m  . 

 Substituting the numerical values obtained before, the necessary time to fill the 
ocean pit with carbon dioxide clathrate in formula (7) becomes: 

hT 91077.2                             (13) 
Roughly speaking this means more than 300, 000 years. 

 

Conclusions  
We presented in this article a very useful perspective for the deposition of the liquid CO2 
generated in the industrial processes in Asia.   

The type of the deposit analyzed here as an example may be created under the 
depth of 4375 m in the Ryukyu pit near the shores of Japan. This is a concrete solution, 
effective to reduce global warming. 
 The authors proposed a general theoretical method based on the integral calculus 
employed to determine, in the end, the basic hydraulic values helpful in estimating the 
liquid CO2 deposition. This is followed by a numerical practical calculus, associated with 
the theoretical calculus, which contains the final numerical results regarding the carbon 
dioxide clathrate disposal at the bottom of the Ryukyu pit.  

The authors obtained the mean speed at the exit of the carbon dioxide clathrate 
from the pipe, the volumetric carbon dioxide clathrate rate flow, the useful volume of the 
Ryukyu pit for the carbon dioxide clathrate deposition and the necessary time to fill the 
ocean pit with carbon dioxide clathrate.  
 Useful information about the characteristics of seas and oceans can be found for 
example in [Costello et al., 2010], [Hamlin, 2000], [Malt, 1994], [Petersen, 1994], 
[Schuster, 2003] and [Tomczak. & Godfrey, 2003]. 
 Utilizing the information and data offered by different authors [Gunther et al., 
1996], [Baklid et al., 1996], [Fujioka et al., 1997], [Bachu et al., 1994], [Fer & Haugan, 
2003], [Smith & Sandwell, 1997], [Millero et al., 1980], [Stangroom, 1995], [Zhao, 2000], 
[Oceanic provinces and zones], [GEBCO, 2015], an economical calculus can be made in 
the future. 
 We can choose any other position and other kind of pit and the structure of the 
calculus will be the same. Only different values for the densities and gravitational 
acceleration must be chosen, according to different layers of the salty water and 
different positions on the globe.  
 The impact in the energy world is commented in different type of papers as 
[Goldthorpe, 2017], [Smil, 2011] and [USAID, 2012]. 
 Our approach is effective not only for stopping global warming but it has a good 
effect on the general economic system, as well. There are also other researchers 
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preoccupied by the process of the CO2 capturing from the atmosphere who can agree 
with our ”Operation Pitfall” as [Keith et al., 2018], [Bushuyev et al.,  2018], [Wei et al., 
2017], [Sunoda et al., 1998]. Such papers clearly indicate a global fervor to find 
economically useful processes to utilize carbon dioxide gas. This is intentionally 
removed from the air in order to stop any additional buildup of that greenhouse gas in 
Earth's atmosphere which leads to global warming. Anyway, there were researchers 
preoccupied by the problem of global warming long time ago as [Nordhaus, 1975], 
[Marchetti, 1977].  

Therefore, the extraction from the air of the carbon dioxide gas, increasingly 
investigated by Green geo-engineers, as well as the globally and carefully planned 
deposition of that industrial product (liquidized gas) into pits located at depth on the 
ocean's floor is very useful. It is really a new kind of "natural" long or short-term 
material storage warehouse or, perhaps, a kind of artificial "oil pool" or "natural gas 
bubble". Many times, different liquid or gas materials are pumped underground, as, for 
example, by the USA national defense systems. Imported oil and natural gas are already, 
since Cold War days, artificially maintained in places such as State of Louisiana, USA. 
Drilling and later, extraction of oil and gas as well as injection of liquid waste 
underground for final disposal often causes earthquakes. The carbon dioxide clathrate 
deposition at the bottom of an ocean pit reduces these possibilities.  
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